
ENGINEERING TRUST
A Client-Focused Approach to  

Advanced Engineering Solutions 

AAES Engineering, Inc.



Experts in performance, safety and design, AAES team members are leading-

edge problem-solvers and committed partners, helping our clients excel, 

expand and innovate. 

We believe our company culture—built around our unique blend of advanced 

client support, technical innovation and personal integrity—adds extraordinary 

value to our client relationships.

AAES’S APPROACH IS  
UNIQUE IN THE INDUSTRY:
CREATIVE, COLLABORATIVE 
AND CLIENT-FOCUSED.
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BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE, NOW.

A booming economy and business-friendly 
regulatory environment bode well for builders.

FMI forecasts continued growth 
in US construction as a whole.

Manufacturing, Commercial and Healthcare 
segments are leading construction growth.
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CLIENT SUCCESS 
IS OUR CORE PURPOSE.
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AAES ENGINEERING CAPABILITIES

COMMERCIAL

• Multi-Story Mixed Use Buildings

• Institutional Buildings

• Warehouses, Gas Stations, Strip Malls, Etc.

• Data Centers- Servers, Antenna, Generator &

Battery Installations

• Steel Framed Buildings- Braced Frames,

Moment Frames, Composite Beams & Slabs,

Steel Joists

• Concrete Framed Buildings- Flat Slabs, Framed

Beam Structures, Shear Walls

• Foundation Design And Modifications- Mats,

Cassions, Piles And Piers

• Wood, Block & Light Gage Steel Framing

• Structural Reinforcement Of Existing Buildings

• Building Inspections And Evaluations

• Existing Steel Joists/Trusses Retrofits

• Manholes & Underground Tanks

• Front Entry Structure Such As Canopies,

Arches, Digital Display Boards, Etc.

• Retaining Walls- Concrete, Block, Allan Block,

Retrofitting

• Shoring, Such As Sheet Piles, H-Piles, Etc.

• Aluminum Structures

• Specifications & Cost Estimates

INDUSTRIAL

• Steel & Foundation Design For Complex

Industrial Structures Including Mat Foundation

Design, Piles, Piers, Cassions Etc.

• Silos, Tanks And Supporting Structures

• Value Engineering

• Crane Girders, Monorails, Hoists

• Pipe Rack Steel And Foundations

• Vibrating Equipment Such As: Id Fan, Fd Fan,

Mill Foundation

• Retrofit Existing Facilities Including Platforms,

Ladders, Stairs, Etc.

• Industrial Architectural Code Study & Details

• High Pressure & Temperature Pipe Stress

Analysis And Pipe Support Design

• Fatigue Analysis & Mitigation

• Steel Stack Analysis & Design

• Full Seismic & Wind Design For Non-Structural

& Structural Components

• Supports For Process Equipment & Piping

• Modularizing Structural Components For

Reduced Field Installation Costs

• Site/Civil Work, Drainage Studies

Modular Systems

 – Structural Design Of Full Scale Production

Modular Systems Supporting All Equipment

Including Separation/Distillation Columns,

Heat Exchangers, Pumps And Tanks

 – Structural Analysis Of Systems For Operating,

Transportation And Lifting Conditions

 – Foundation Design For Modular Systems And

Retrofit On Existing Foundations

Power Generation/Distribution Facilities

 – Structural Design Of Air Pollution Control

Equipment Support Elements Including

Foundations

 – Substation And Distribution System

Foundations And Structural Supports

Industrial & Process/Pharmaceutical Facilities

 – Structural Design Of Support Structures And

Foundations For Chemical Process Plants

 – Equipment Support Design And Seismic

Qualification Of Support Systems

 – Dynamic Analysis Of Vibrating Equipment

Foundations

 – Piperacks And Pipe Support Design

INSTITUTIONAL

• High-Rise Design

• Parking Structure Design

• Foundation Design And Modifications

• Concrete Framed Buildings

• Steel Framed Buildings

• Inspections And Evaluations

• ADA Compliant

• Sustainable Design Compliant

• Specialty Design
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Our projects range from multi-million dollar installations to simple 
inspections and modifications. We approach each job as a fresh 
opportunity to create solutions that encompass uncompromising 
quality, efficiency and cost-effectiveness for our clients. 
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COMPREHENSIVE AND INNOVATIVE:  
ENGINEERING FOR A BETTER FUTURE

Our design services cover conceptual and detailed design, 
value engineering, inspection of existing facilities and 
Owner’s engineer services. Our services include:

• Design of Structural Steel, Reinforced Concrete, Wood and Masonry

• Complex Structural and Dynamic Analysis Using State-of-the-Art Finite 

Element Analysis Software

• In-House Drafting, Digital Conversion of Historical Drawings and 3D 
Modeling

• Commercial Structures

• Complex Industrial Structures

• Modular Structures

• Renovations

• 3D Modeling 

DESIGN-BUILD & INTEGRATED SERVICES: 

The Kiely Family of Companies provides a unified business approach, 
becoming a single point of contact for unparalleled accountability.

Design-build is the future of major construction projects because it offers unmatched 

accountability, economy and efficiency. The Kiely Family of Companies is comprised of multiple 

stand-alone companies that, when paired together, offer an exceptional design-build enterprise. 

As a key part of this innovative company structure, AAES’s design services integrate seamlessly 

with our construction services to deliver a wealth of customer benefits.

When you enlist our design-build services, design and construction teams collaborate as a 

single entity to deliver turnkey projects that are optimized for cost and quality. Timelines and 

tasks overlap, empowering us to fast-track your project from end to end. Our innovative 

organizational structure empowers us to take full responsibility for your project’s success, 

strategizing together as one well-orchestrated team where open, honest communication is 

expected at every stage, and every team member cares about the total success of the project. 
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ENGINEERING TRUST

Our valued client since 2012, major cement equipment supplier TKIS engages us for 

all their civil and structural engineering needs. With this long-term partnership well 

underway, we’ve been able to demonstrate that engineering excellence means more 

to us than just meticulous design. Heavy industrial construction entails major risks 

and responsibilities, so we commit to being the collaborative and innovative problem 

solvers our clients depend on.

STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY, CONDENSED DESIGN

On the engineering side, this highly complex project encompassed a 400 ft. tower, 

as well as walking surfaces, platforms and egress points that would enable workers 

to access it. The site required the plant’s design to be unusually dense, because it 

had to be built adjacent to the quarry where the materials being processed were 

sourced.

UNCOMMON AGILITY, ACCELERATED PACE

While such a project would typically take three years to engineer, we were able to 

deliver ahead of schedule, on budget, and on expectation. We love a challenge, and 

this project had it all—massive scale, extreme complexity, a congested footprint, 

ultra-tight tolerances and continual design changes. Altogether, the AAES team was 

called upon to demonstrate extraordinary agility—and to prove we can handle just 

about any project that comes our way. 

CLIENT:  TKIS

SECTOR:  Industrial 
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AAES PROJECTS

HEAVY INDUSTRIAL CAPABILITIES

An Unusual, Complex and Time-Sensitive Project
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THE POWER OF PREFABRICATION

On industrial construction projects—where cost, resource efficiency and tight schedules are always 

priorities—prefabrication and modularization are increasingly popular solutions. Engineering for 

modularization empowers us to solve a host of problems that plague the construction industry. 

Cost and schedule overrun, lack of skilled workers in a given region and the demand for sustainable 

solutions are all issues we can control with resource-maximizing prefabrication strategies. Modular 

designs allow shop installation of equipment, piping and electrical systems in a fully assembled 

structural steel frame to minimize field work, reduce erection time and minimize footprint size to fit 

into existing and crowded facilities. 

A TRUSTED PARTNER

At AAES, we’ve gained much of our extensive firsthand experience in structural module design 

through our partnership with longtime client Koch Modular. This partnership goes back to the birth 

of our companies, decades ago, and has grown along with the size and complexity of the projects 

we have completed together. We’re proud to say we provide structural design services for Koch 

Modular on all their projects. This level of trust and collaboration is typical of the type of 

relationship AAES seeks to build with every client. 

UNIQUE SKILLS FOR UNIQUE PROBLEMS

While effective prefabrication is often a smarter, faster and safer way to work, the engineering 

side comes with a steep learning curve. With over thirty years of experience and hundreds of 

successful modular projects completed, AAES Engineering is an industry leader in structural design 

of steel modular frames. Modular designs present a number of structural design challenges that 

require specialized expertise and experience to ensure a successful installation. Modules must be 

designed with sufficient structural strength to support loads in two distinct ways: in their final, often 

vertical position, and horizontally as individual units during shipping and while lifting the modules 

into place. Manufactured offsite then shipped as a completed unit, modules must be 

properly sized to accommodate permissible shipping envelopes via road, rail or sea. 

DESIGN COMPLEXITY 

Essential to AAES’s success is our ability to anticipate challenges and communicate 

effectively with contractors in the field to ensure a safe and cost-effective installation. 

Lifting massive steel structures and connecting them successfully is a challenge often 

compounded by any existing structures already in place. Facilities built from 

prefabricated modules can be left as open structures, or connected in the field to form 

a single structural unit and enclosed in siding to match existing building elements. 

Complex detailing of steel structures to properly match with equipment and piping 

supports is another crucial skill we execute seamlessly on every project. 

Beyond modular steel design, AAES also has extensive experience in reinforced 

concrete design, foundation design for modules and freestanding vessels, complex 

seismic and dynamic analysis for rotating equipment, and stick-built structures where 

a modular solution is not preferable or possible.

AAES PROJECTS

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF CONSTRUCTION

As Innovators, We Push Modular Design and Prefabrication to Prominence

CLIENT:  Koch Modular Process Systems

SECTOR:  Chemical Process & Industrial
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MIXED-USE ENGINEERING

The latest project in our ongoing relationship with Green Properties LLC is a mixed-use 

building, combining commercial and residential spaces in Weehawkin, New Jersey. A five 

story light gauge metal building with a two story parking garage, the project has one full 

story below grade, necessitating significant attention to retaining walls and the overall 

impact upon neighboring properties. 

SAFEGUARDING EXISTING STRUCTURES

AAES was responsible for all the structural work—foundations, slabs, retaining walls and 

underpinning. With existing buildings on two sides, we had to ensure that surrounding 

structures were stable and underpinned properly, as well as avoiding over-excavation  

of the project site.

FLAT SLAB COMPLEXITY

A flat slab is a two-way reinforced concrete slab that works without beams and girders. 

Instead, loads are transferred directly to the supporting concrete columns. Many engineers 

refuse to design for flat slab construction, deeming it too complex. For a building that’s 

uniform throughout every floor, flat slab engineering can be relatively straightforward. 

However, most mixed use buildings entail custom spans and uneven column spacing— 

that’s where complexity proliferates. 

BENEFITS OF FLAT SLAB CONSTRUCTION 

Despite inherent engineering challenges, flat slab has undeniable strengths when it comes 

to construction cost and functionality. Without protruding beams, utilities can run from 

one end to the other without interference, optimizing their performance. The technique 

also adds volume and headroom to a space, which increases value.

TRUST AND INNOVATION

Due to AAES’s ongoing partnership with this valued client, they trust us to make bold 

recommendations on their behalf, and to vouch for their safety. In this case, the original 

vision for the property involved traditional construction with joists at every level and 

bearing walls every 12 feet. We convinced our client to build the upper levels as metal 

decks with only lightweight concrete slab and bearing walls, resulting in a far more open 

and versatile space, plus a 60% cost savings on steelwork.

COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

Our collaborative approach combined with practical innovations attests that we’re here 

to make our client’s vision constructible. On this project we were able to design a more 

sustainable solution—replacing imported steel with locally sourced concrete which cuts 

down on cost of materials, time and manpower during installation and creates a more 

spacious and open aesthetic at a reduced cost.
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AAES PROJECTS

A MIXED-USE PROJECT IN NEW JERSEY

Foundational Challenges and Flat Slab Expertise

CLIENT:  Green Properties

SECTOR:  Commercial & Residential
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WHERE WE WORK:

Serving clients across 46 states 
and worldwide.



STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY:
AAES ENGINEERS ARE INNOVATIVE 
AND HIGHLY TRAINED.

Our team members are experts in the use of:
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• Steel: STAAD, Pro RAM Connections

• Concrete: spMats, STAAD.Pro

• Dynamic Analysis: STAAD, Pro SAP 2000

• Pipe Stress: CAESAR II

• 2D Drafting/Designs: AutoCAD

• 3D Designs: Tekla, Bentley ProStructures

• Equipment: PV Elite, ANSYS

• Concrete Anchorage: Hilti Profis

• Miscellaneous: EnerCalc, ENSOFT Group

• 3D Model Review: Navisworks, Tekla BIM Sight, SketchUp and SketchUp 8
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Specializing in cost leadership, responsive 
service and client satisfaction, we deliver 
advanced engineering solutions. 

kielybuilds.com

(201) 291-7800

aaesengineering.com

Main Headquarters

45 Eisenhower Dr.

Suite 350  

Paramus, NJ 07652

AAES ENGINEERING

Clients share their vision and challenges with us, and our team of 

professional engineers designs exceptional solutions, on time and on 

budget. We design structures to meet the needs of our communities 

and ensure their safety—today, tomorrow and far into the future.

That’s our purpose and our promise.

Designing Structures:  
Our Purpose & Our Promise




